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From Doing Agile to Being Agile

O

rganizations continue to grapple with highly volatile
market needs, accelerating time-to-market, realizing
business outcomes, and delivering real customer
value. Through Enterprise Agility, businesses can drive
responsiveness, adapt to changing market needs by
building a culture of rapid innovation, and align
strategic decisions to business outcomes.

Jile and Enterprise Agility
Jile is a single Enterprise-class tool on the cloud to meet the large-scale
development needs of multiple teams in distributed environments. It enables
organizations to align strategy to team execution by providing a unified view from
portfolios and programs to teams and helps business stakeholders and teams to
collaborate effectively, thereby delivering valuable software faster to the market.
Through its lean budgeting and allocation, Jile further helps the business
stakeholders make wise investment decisions in response to business outcomes
to achieve targeted goals.
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Key Capabilities
Strategic Objectives, Key Results (OKRs),
and Initiatives

J

ile helps an organization to set goals in the
form of objectives and key results. OKRs help
in tracking business outcomes against the set
goals.
Jile
enables the organization to define
strategic initiatives. These initiatives are
further tracked to measure the success of
teams in achieving the defined objectives.

Lean Portfolio Budgeting
With Jile, organizations can allocate budget
at the portfolio level and distribute it
across initiatives and programs under
each portfolio.
Jile helps to track the allocated, available,
and consumed budgets for the initiatives,
helping you make strategic investment
decisions.

Configurable Organizational
Hierarchy
Jile helps to set up workspace using any popular
scaling
framework
including
organization
hierarchy, choice of planning model (Scrum or
Kanban) and configurable terminology. It allows
setting up backlog into hierarchy of items. Teams
can use configurable apps catalog to add any app,
capability and reports based on needs of
organization and teams.
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Real-time Portfolio Rolled-up Views

J

ile allows enterprises to track the progress of
releases and iterations across multiple teams,
products, value streams, and portfolios through
customizable dashboards to get a rolled-up view.

Multi-level Planning
With Jile, a team can create hierarchical backlogs
and prioritize them based on business needs.
They are further planned into respective release
and iteration schedules.
Jile offers a customizable Weighted Shortest Job
First (WSJF) calculator to assign WSJF values to the
backlog items. It also supports ranking based on
WSJF values.

Contextual Collaboration
Jile has discussion boards at every entity level
for distributed, dispersed, or remotely working
teams to discuss and coordinate using
threaded conversations. Teams can also track
impediments that may pose challenges in
meeting team commitments. Teams can
manage documents, links, and references for
each entity and set up event-based email
notifications.
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Continuous Deployment

J

ile smoothens the release deployment process by
providing out of the box plugins to popular
automation tools. This pipeline can be either manually
triggered or scheduled. Pipeline view helps to track
the progress of the deployment process along with
execution reports.

Test and Issue Management
Jile helps you build quality into every
activity performed through defining and
planning test cases, executing the tests,
capturing defects and tracking its
progress to closure.

Connect Seamlessly
Do you have a tooling structure for your
team-level needs that cannot scale up or offer
end-to-end visibility? Experience Enterprise
scaling and a unified view from the portfolios
and programs to teams in Jile. Use it with ease
without bothering about the existing toolset.

Powerful Integrations
Jile leverages its partner network to provide
seamless integrations to connect with your
team-level tools that include Atlassian Jira,
Service Now, CRM, ITSM, SAP and other ERP,
PPM and PLM tools, providing a single source of
truth for your data.
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The Jile Advantage
Empowering Organizations to Innovate Faster
Through Enterprise Agility

Align Business Strategy to
Execution

Make Wise Investment
Choices

A

lign strategic decisions to
downstream execution through
end-to-end traceability right
from portfolios to teams.

Allocate budgets across strategic
initiatives/programs and make
funding
decisions
based
on
business outcomes.

Scale Up With Agile
Frameworks

Create Better
Customer Value

Choose from various scaling
frameworks such as DA, LeSS, and
more
through
configurable
templates.

Use measurable and reliable
outcomes to deliver value faster
to the customer.

Inspect And Adapt
As You Go
Learn and improve based on the
performance at team and portfolio
levels using real-time analytics.
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About Jile
Jile is a single Enterprise-class tool on the cloud to meet large-scale development needs of multiple distributed teams. It enables
organizations align strategy to team execution by providing a unified view from teams to programs and portfolios, helps business
stakeholders and teams to collaborate effectively and thereby, deliver valuable software faster to the market. Through its Agile
planning and customizable rolled-up reporting until portfolios, Jile further helps the business stakeholders make wise investment
decisions to achieve the set business goals. Jile is a product offering from Tata Consultancy Services Ltd.

www.jile.io

1-833-872-7466

Mail to: contact@jile.io

About Tata Consultancy Services (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that has been partnering with many of
the world’s largest businesses in their transformation journeys for over 50 years. TCS offers a consulting-led, cognitive powered,
integrated portfolio of business, technology and engineering services and solutions. This is delivered through its unique Location
Independent AgileTM delivery model, recognized as a benchmark of excellence in software development.
A part of the Tata group, India's largest multinational business group, TCS has over 453,000 of the world’s best-trained consultants
in 46 countries. The company generated consolidated revenues of US $22 billion in the fiscal year ended March 31, 2020, and is
listed on the BSE (formerly Bombay Stock Exchange) and the NSE (National Stock Exchange) in India. TCS' proactive stance on
climate change and award-winning work with communities across the world have earned it a place in leading sustainability indices
such as the Dow Jones Sustainability Index (DJSI), MSCI Global Sustainability Index and the FTSE4Good Emerging Index.
For more information, visit us at www.tcs.com
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